
TOPBLOC'S APPROACH

MORE THAN JUST A DEPLOYMENT

TopBloc's expert team creates a cross-functional experience to allow you to
focus on improving processes throughout your deployment. Unlike other firms
which separate or silo service lines for advisory, operational, and strategic
leadership, our clients work with one unified team of TopBloc's Workday
experts to allow for more seamless collaboration. 

The dedicated team at the core of your deployment is charged with
configuring your Workday tenant to your exact specifications. With CPAs
accounting for over one-third of our consultants, you can trust TopBloc to
provide insights born from comprehensive product expertise, professional
qualifications, and years of industry expertise. This allows you to rely on our
team not only for configuration but for consultation toward a deployment as
transformative as you would like it to be.

TopBloc works with you to analyze your current accounting architecture,
facilitate meaningful design discussions, and provide a prescriptive
recommendation. Rather than simply migrating your old system directly to
Workday, our team works with you to transform your business, automating
your processes to make them more dynamic, efficient, and scalable.

TopBloc gathers key
information before the first
design session and uses it to
transform legacy organizational
data into Workday
organizations and worktags.

Using the Tenant prepared
during the onboarding,
TopBloc partners with your
team to demonstrate how your
organization can best leverage
the Workday architecture.

Through the design process,
TopBloc  collaborates with your
team to make iterative updates
and guide testing to ensure that
the configuration is optimized,
effective, and efficient.

ONBOARD ARCHITECT REFINE

TRANSFORM YOUR
BUSINESS WITH WORKDAY
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS FROM TOPBLOC

Partner with TopBloc to transform your
finance and accounting systems and
optimize your business with a new
Workday system built specifically for
your organization’s unique needs.

TopBloc combines innovative
technology with the expertise of
a Workday services provider that
has led over 150 launch
deployments in the past 5 years
to deliver our customers tailored
solutions. 

Our SmartLoader tool allows for
a more agile deployment by
automating historically manual
processes. With SmartLoader,
TopBloc enables clients to see
the results of their new Workday
tenant up to 6 weeks earlier than
they would working with our
closest competition. 

LESS WORK, 
MORE WORKDAY
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